Sponsorship Opportunities

The World Justice Forum is the premiere international event for the rule of law, convening up to 1,000 government and nongovernmental thought leaders from a broad spectrum of disciplines and geographies.

Sponsors of this event will be recognized as leaders in rule of law advancement and will have enhanced access to the WJP’s extensive network of individuals and organizations committed to strengthening the rule of law worldwide.

Sponsors can engage at multiple levels, outlined on the following page. WJP is also happy to work with each sponsor to develop a customized package. To discuss the specifics of your sponsorship and involvement at the Forum, contact Chief Engagement Officer Nancy Ward at nward@worldjusticeproject.org or +1-202-569-3816.
Leadership Level | $100,000

- Plenary Speaker position for use by sponsor or designee, or Lead Sponsor of the World Justice Challenge program award
- Lead recognition on WJP Forum website, signage in The Hague and printed materials
- Premium seating in plenary events and reserved space onsite at the Forum venue to conduct public/private meetings
- Private briefing with WJP research experts on rule of law indicators and research
- Exclusive lunch or dinner invitation with VIP speaker
- Complimentary registration to all Forum events for eight (8) attendees
- +Solutions & Delegation Level benefits

Commitments Level | $50,000

- Host of a profile event on the conference day dedicated to “Securing Commitments”
- Premium recognition on WJP Forum website, signage in The Hague and printed materials
- Special verbal recognition throughout the Forum program
- Moderator position for a topical Forum panel
- Recognition as host sponsor for luncheon or reception for all conference attendees
- Private meet & greet with VIP speaker of choice
- Complimentary registration to all Forum events for six (6) attendees
- +Solutions & Delegation Level benefits

Solutions Level | $25,000

- Host of a special event on the conference day dedicated to “Showcasing What Works”
- Special recognition on WJP Forum website, signage in The Hague and printed materials
- Recognition in Opening Remarks by WJP Founder & CEO William H. Neukom
- VIP Lounge access pass
- Enhanced access to WJP’s global network of multi-disciplinary stakeholders and local resources
- Complimentary registration to all Forum events for four (4) attendees
- +Delegation Level benefits

Delegation Level | $10,000

- Recognition for underwriting two (2) scholarships for attendees from our global network of practitioners
- Recognition on World Justice Forum website and printed materials
- Curated introductions to Forum attendees with special relevance to sponsor’s geographical/topical interest
- Expo space for showcase on topic of choice
- Complimentary registration to all Forum events for two (2) attendees
- Inclusion of sponsor materials in delegate packets

Program components that may be of specific interest in custom sponsorship packages include: hosting a day or a session; underwriting or hosting the social media presence of the Forum; providing technology support; underwriting the Expo or travel for implementers showcasing what works; hosting Forum Fellows; providing communications training or support for building the movement.

To discuss the specifics of your sponsorship and involvement at the Forum, please contact Chief Engagement Officer Nancy Ward, at nward@worldjusticeproject.org or +1-202-569-3816.